
BELL RINGERS

1. “Sticks and stones may break my bones but names will ever hurt me” Evaluate the extent to 
which you agree or disagree with this statement. 

2. “suppression of speech is a form of privilege” To what extent do you agree or disagree with 
this statement? 

3. What does it mean to be triggered? Provide examples 

4. It’s okay to separate and/or exclude groups of people from others so that people may feel 
comfortable expressing themselves. Do you agree or disagree with a policy like this? 

5. “Those who control your words control your mind.” Do you agree or disagree with this 
statement? Provide an example that supports your opinion. 

6. Look at the visual and write down your first three thoughts about it. Be prepared to share 
your thoughts. 
https://i1.wp.com/courthousenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/slants_pageantry.
jpg 

7. On a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest, where should a school rank or prioritize the following:  
 
Intellectual curiosity and personal fulfillment Academic rigor and goal setting 
Character development and citizenship Individual expression and open debate Emotional 
and intellectual comfort  
 
Follow-up  - When you are finished ranking your list, share your results with another stu-
dent. Submit your results to the teacher so that the class rankings can be projected and 
a discussion on the average ranking for each goal may occur. (The teacher must calculate 
the average ranking for each goal). 

8. All ideas, no matter how offensive, should be included in any learning environment if an 
institution claims it is truly “inclusive”. To what extent do you agree or disagree with this 
statement? 

9. After viewing the following segment talk with your neighbor about how you feel about it. 
https://www.campusreform.org/video/?ID=12003 

10. Watch the video provided and talk with your neighbor about how you feel about its per-
spective. (How to respond to offensive speech) 
https://www.policyed.org/intellections/should-speech-offends-be-prohibited/video

11. Why would someone try to prevent another from expressing their views? 
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ACTIVITIES

1. Create a pro/con list (at least three for each) in regard to the following school policy: “All 
students should be afforded the right to speak, debate and express their opinions openly 
regardless of the views or ideas they advocate.”  
 
Have students watch - Stossel in the Classroom  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNEyUsDprPY&disable_polymer=true  
 
UChicago - No Safe Spaces  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2ixrJVGFBg  
 
Evaluate speech code policies  
https://www.thefire.org/resources/spotlight/reports/spotlight-on-speech-codes-2019/  
 
Where do we go from here?  
 
Heritage Foundation - How to Protect Free Speech on Campus  
http://thf_media.s3.amazonaws.com/2018/Free%20Speech%20Booklet/2018_04_0166_
FreeSp eechBooklet.pdf  
 
FIRE - Student Rights on Campus  
https://www.thefire.org/research/publications/fire-guides/  
 
Weekly Standard - The Suppression of Speech on College Campuses  
https://www.weeklystandard.com/peter-berkowitz/curtailed-speech-diluted-due-pro-
cess-and-polit icized-curriculums-are-ruining-higher-education 

2. Work together in a group to develop an action plan on how to protect/promote speech 
and diversity of ideas on college campuses.  
 
Violence/lawlessness in response to free speech 
 
Ben Shapiro - Open exchange of ideas 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifBoa4gjtOw  
 
The Least Free Place for Free Speech  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJaM8IOev7E  
 
The Big Think - Free Speech on Campus  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgBAr6C3gqE 
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Imminent Lawless action  
https://www.bc.edu/content/dam/files/schools/law/lawreviews/journals/
bclawr/43_1/04_TXT.htm 

3. Is it ever justified to shut-down speech based on the clear and present danger/imminent 
lawless action precedents?  
 
What is doxing and why is it dangerous to free speech?  
https://www.campusreform.org/?ID=13363 
 
Listen to the oral arguments in preparation for a debate/Socratic Discussion 
https://www.supremecourt.gov/oral_arguments/argument_audio/2010  
 
Open with this video 
History Channel - Free Speech  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NL93bGkDOZE&feature=youtu.be 

4. Where should speech limits be drawn for High school students? Develop your 
own policy to enforced by schools. Consider the following cases 
 
Students - Tinker, Morse, Bethel v Fraser, clothing (symbols), Hazelwood 
https://judiciallearningcenter.org/your-1st-amendment-rights/  
 
https://billofrightsinstitute.org/educate/educator-resources/landmark-cases/free-
dom-of-speech-general/ 

5. Read the following article and then open up the comments section. Pick what you believe 
are the three most convincing/persuasive arguments/reviews made about the article. 
Share the three you chose with your group (of at least 3 people). Which comments did 
you agree upon? Which did you disagree upon? 
https://www.insidehighered.com/views/2019/03/25/president-explains-why-he-oppos-
es-free-spe ech-campuses-opinion 

6. Suppose that a public university invites a controversial speaker to a non-campus event. 
The speaker is known for making offensive and hurtful statements. Do you think it is ac-
ceptable for students to do any of the following? Indicate with a Y for Yes or an N for No. 
 
1.  Students form a group to disrupt the speaker by heckling them so that 
their message is not audible to the audience.  
 
2.  Students form a group that opposes the speaker and adopts methods 
of violence such as physical assault and destruction of property to prevent them from 
speaking.  
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3. Students form a group opposed to the speaker issues a statement that 
under the First Amendment the student organization hosting the speaker is legally re-
quired to ensure that the event includes the featured speaker but also another speaker 
that presents the opposing view.  
 
https://www.brookings.edu/podcast-episode/what-us-college-students-think-about-
free-speech/ 

SOCIAL MEDIA, SPEECH AND THE FUTURE OF DISCOURSE 
 
1)  How do you expect social media and digital commentary will evolve in the coming 
decade?  2)  Do you think we will see a widespread demand for technological systems 
or solutions that encourage more inclusive online interactions?  3)  What do you think 
will happen to free speech? And  4)  What might be the consequences for anonymity and 
privacy?  
 
Answer these questions and compare your responses to those polled by the Pew Re-
search Center. Are you surprised by the results?  
 
Read “Imagining a World without Free Speech” and “ Data About Free Speech and Vio-
lence” by Jacob Mchangama by following this link: 
https://www.cato-unbound.org/print-issue/2368  
 
To what extent, if any, do you agree with the following statement made by Mchangama: 
“the robust protection of free speech is more likely to foster social peace than violent 
conflict”?  
 
Speech Codes on College Campus and the Workplace  
https://www.freedomforuminstitute.org/first-amendment-center/topics/freedom-of-
speech-2/free- speech-on-public-college-campuses-overview/hate-speech-campus-
speech-codes/  
 
James Damore - Legal Lawshelf  
https://lawshelf.com/blog/post/can-you-be-fired-for-expressing-your-political-views-
james-damor es-case-against-google  
 
https://lawshelf.com/videos/entry/constitutional-law-and-the-first-amendment-free-
dom-of-speech  
 
Great 9-minute video with questions

Class activities submitted courtesy of Albert Paulsson, West Windsor Plainsboro High School
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